WHO WE ARE
The DUNE Group assists companies in innovation and the implementation of digital assets, application software, and data technologies, acting as a system integrator or developing custom software. DUNE provides over 100 professionals specialized in the most advanced technologies to its clients, capable of delivering innovation and digitalization projects in synergy with their business.

WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS
- Implementation and customization of major application software (such as SAP).
- Building and implementation of Machine Learning algorithms and Artificial Intelligence tools.
- Business Intelligence and Self-BI to make data accessible through visualization tools, reducing the time-consuming process of data analysis.
- Customer engagement Voice and Digital, Marketing Automation Marketing Intelligence and Voice of the Customer to finalize engagement strategy
- IT Staffing with an international database of over 3000 experienced professionals

CONTACT US
Maria Roberta Castelli
mariaroberta.castelli@dune.it
www.dune.it